BOXED DIMENSION IS MINIMUM
CHARACTERISTIC TO BE VERIFIED
FOR RECERTIFICATION
RECERTIFICATION TOLERANCE +/- .001"

REFERENCE:
TRUCK MANUFACTURERS ENGINEERS COMMITTEE
LONGITUDINAL ROOF FLATNESS GAGE FOR
NARROW PEDISTAL SIDE FRAMES
DRAWING EC-1089 REV D
DRAWING EC-1100 REV B

MANUFACTURE TOLERANCE
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: +/- 1/32"

GAGE JOURNAL "A"  EC-1089  EC-1100
W873-1 4 1/4 X 8 4
W873-2 5 X 9  4 3/4
W873-3 5 1/2 X 10 5 1/4
W873-4 6 X 11  6 1/4
W873-5 6 1/2 X 12 6 3/4
W873-6 7 X 12  8 1/4

Material: Stainless Steel
Thickness: 1/8"

Scale: IX

WINCHESTER INDUSTRIES INC.
LONGITUDINAL ROOF FLATNESS GAGE